Lucia de B. (2014)

97 min · Drama · 3 April 2014 (Netherlands)

Your rating: 7.2/10
Ratings: 7.2/10 from 1 116 users
Reviews: 2 user | 17 critic

A psychological thriller, based on one of the most controversial court cases in the Netherlands. Lucia, a nurse, is sentenced to life imprisonment for allegedly having killed at least seven... See full summary »

Director: Paula van der Oest
Writers: Moniek Kramer, Tijs van Marle
Stars: Barry Atsma, Fedja van Huêt, Marwan Kenzari | See full cast and crew »
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Simindis kundzuli (2014) 8.1/10
Drama

The river creates and the river destroys in an eternal cycle that even man can’t escape.
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Storyline

A psychological thriller, based on one of the most controversial court cases in the Netherlands. Lucia, a nurse, is sentenced to life imprisonment for allegedly having killed at least seven babies and elderly people. Written by Sandro

Plot Summary | Add Synopsis

Plot Keywords: baby | court | nurse | prison | courtroom | See All (8) »

Taglines: Schuldig tot je onschuld is bewezen

Genres: Drama

Parents Guide: Add content advisory for parents »

Details

Official Sites: Official site
Country: Netherlands | Sweden
Language: Dutch
Release Date: 3 April 2014 (Netherlands) See more »
Also Known As: Lucia See more »
Filming Locations: The Hague, Zuid-Holland, Netherlands See more »

Company Credits

Production Co: Rinkel Film, Nederlandse Christelijke Radio-Vereniging (NCRV), Living Stone
Show detailed company contact information on IMDbPro »

Technical Specs

Runtime: 97 min
Color: Color
See full technical specs »

Trivia

Whistle-Blower Metta de Noo, who spent years trying to prove that Lucia was innocent, was disappointed with the outcome of this movie. In an interview with RTV Oost she stated that the case was way more complex than is shown in the movie. It's striking that in the movie the real life whistle-blowers are replaced with a fictitious young female character who worked at the OM. The 'fictitious young character at the OM' is an amalgam of Metta de Noo (and her
brother) and a real-life but never identified OM-staffmember, who called Lucia's lawyer. The call boiled down to: "Your client is in prison. But we were wrong. We made a mistake." Unfortunately, there is only 90 minutes to tell a story - and to tell it in a dramatically satisfying way, so some of the (complex) elements are lost. See more.

Goofs
The movie takes place in 2001 but when Lucia's colleagues talk to the police about her, a computer monitor clearly shows the Microsoft Windows Aero interface which wasn't available until Windows Vista was released in 2006. The screen, however, looks more like Windows 7 which did not release before 2009. See more.

Soundtracks
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See more.
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User Reviews
True story told sober but chillingly.
9 April 2014 | by imdb-jeroen (Netherlands) – See all my reviews

This movie tells the true story of a nurse who was innocently accused of being a serial killer of helpless patients. We see the machinery that leads to her conviction, not only motivated by an honest search for truth, but also by vanity an opportunism. We see how the main character and her relatives suffer under her being imprisoned and being falsely accused. We see how even hard evidence of her innocence is put aside in something like a mass-hysteria. And we see how, after years of struggle, the accused is finally set free. This case got such great attention in Dutch media that everyone knows the outcome, yet the movie is exciting and engaging. Everything is filmed in a sober, modest fashion, the drama in the movie coming mainly from the chilling story itself and not from extra fancy plot lines or effects. And of course some intense acting, especially by the main character, who withstood the temptation to play a 'nice' woman, but instead portrays a woman that's not easily likable at first. That Lucia grows on you, and in the end has all the viewers sympathy (or at least all mine) is a beautiful achievement.

12 of 12 people found this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Review this title | See all 2 user reviews
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